FEATURES & BENEFITS

Vertical Wall Mount Brackets are available in 2RU, 3RU and 4RU sizes. The unique design supports the mounting of equipment that require cage nuts or threaded holes. The bracket is designed to be mounted six different ways: Hanging vertically on the wall, Flush and horizontal on the wall using dual brackets, Horizontally under a desk top, Hanging vertically on the side of 2” and higher Cablofil, Hanging horizontally under any width Cablofil, Hanging vertically on any 19” EIA style rack or cabinet.

- Available in 2RU, 3RU and 4RU sizes: Provides a choice of low profile or more capacity.
- Features 3/8” square holes, installed # 12-24 RU Nuts and mounting screws: Mounts patch panels, switches and servers.
- Six options for mounting the bracket: Provides flexibility to support a variety of equipment.
- Cable tie-down laces are provided on the top and sides: Improved cable management.
- Includes a 10 pack of 6” hook and loop fasteners: No additional parts to order.
- Rust-resistant, powder-coated black finish: Attractive and durable.

GENERAL INFO

Color: Black
Product Series: Standard EIA
Type: Rack Accessories
Component Type: Wall Mount Bracket

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

Material 1: Steel

DIMENSIONS

Depth (US): 4.58”
Width (US): 20.25”
Height: 6”
Vertical Wall Mount Brackets are available in 2RU, 3RU and 4RU sizes. The unique design supports the mounting of equipment that require cage nuts or threaded holes. The bracket is designed to be mounted six different ways:

- Hanging vertically on the wall,
- Flush and horizontal on the wall using dual brackets,
- Horizontally under a desk top,
- Hanging vertically on the side of 2" and higher Cablofil,
- Hanging horizontally under any width Cablofil,
- Hanging vertically on any 19" EIA style rack or cabinet.

- Available in 2RU, 3RU and 4RU sizes: Provides a choice of low profile or more capacity.
- Features 3/8" square holes, installed #12-24 RU Nuts and mounting screws: Mounts patch panels, switches and servers.
- Six options for mounting the bracket: Provides flexibility to support a variety of equipment.
- Cable tie-down laces are provided on the top and sides: Improved cable management.
- Includes a 10 pack of 6" hook and loop fasteners: No additional parts to order.
- Rust-resistant, powder-coated black finish: Attractive and durable.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**VERTICAL WALL MOUNT BRACKET, 19” MOUNTING X 2 RACK UNITS, BLACK OR-WMBV2U**

**GENERAL INFO**

- Color: Black
- Product Series: Standard EIA
- Type: Rack Accessories
- Component Type: Wall Mount Bracket

**LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS**

- RoHS: Yes

**CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION**

- Material 1: Steel

**DIMENSIONS**

- Depth (US): 4.58"
- Width (US): 20.25"
- Height: 6"